Hey undergraduate students! Are you curious about research but don’t know where to start? Join us to learn about what researchers do, why participating in research activities is beneficial to you and your mentor(s), and how to find a mentor or research group on campus to join. Hear from our panelists about their experiences working as researchers and mentors, and get a glimpse of how undergraduate research experiences can provide you with tools to accelerate your career and expand your future opportunities!

Thursday, September 15, 2022 • 12–1 pm CDT

In-person
0013 Math and Science Education Building (MSB)

OR

Virtual
Zoom link: https://bit.ly/3x4zOdY
Meeting ID: 837 5263 32780

Panelists

Richard Newton, PhD
Associate Professor and Undergraduate Director, Department of Religious Studies

Anuska Narayanan, MS
UA Alumna (BS Environmental Science; MS Geography)

Lisa-Marie Pierre, PhD
Senior Open Innovation Associate, Luminary Labs

Peter Richards, PhD
Senior Economist, US Agency for International Development (USAID)

*Cadi Fung, PhD (Moderator)
Undergraduate Research Coordinator, College of Arts & Sciences

Questions? Email cadi.fung@ua.edu